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feet or having more than ten per cent, rot in butt, will be rejected." Location of poles will vary between 100 and 150 feet apart, averaging probably 125. All locations to be approved by city. Furnish 12 extra poles for future use. Furnish all material and do all work, connected with the primary system, starting from station outlet, and including secondaries to house inlets. Corner pins to be \% inch extra quality locust, except in cases of unusually severe strain, where they must be of iron; all others ij^ inch painted oak; all wires to be carried on insulators of the deep groove double petticoat pattern.
Wire.—To have triple braided weather-proof insulation of superior finish and smoothness, tough and not easily abraded, and which will not disintegrate or deteriorate by exposure to the elements, and equal in all respects to "K K." The wires will be of sizes as shown on blue print. The drop from converter to house inlet when all lamps shown on map are burning at once must not exceed one per cent.
Street Lights.—Will be 47 of 32 candle power each, run in groups of 10-100 volt lamps, with shunt coils, each group in series. Location of street lamps and wires as per accompanying blue print. All wire No. 10 B. & S. Furnish and erect on switchboard at station, switches controlling all street lights. There will be two groups of 10 street lights each. The other three groups will each have 9 lights on street, and one in station.
Hanging Lamps.—Contractor is to furnish all fixtures, material and labor; to hang in position the 47 incandescent street lamps shown on map, as high above grade line as possible ; with cutters suspension street hoods, with cross-arms, insulators, nozzles, and petite pulleys and % inch galvanized iron flexible lamp cord, with hemp core; also galvanized steel wire strand j£ inch diameter, for suspending lamps in the centre of streets, by the cross suspension method. Use eye bolts with washers for suspension wires, projecting sufficiently to permit slack being taken up by tightening nut Iron break arms are to be used where lines leave poles, or wherever a loop is made.
Returns from Street Circuits.—Shown in broken lines on blue print may be cut into commercial circuits, instead of returning to station independently.
Incandescent Distribution.—Will be shown on accompanying blue print.
In General.—All joints are to be well soldered and taped. No wire must be lower than 20 feet above grade line. All streets, alleys, and other public places where work is done, must be left in as good condition as before starting. Use special iron brackets wherever necessary, always placing some
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